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Abstract– In this project we are creating an online crime reporting system software which can accessed by people's the 

department. In India the public was afraid of the false grievances regarding the department of government. With Online 

Reporting System public can report a crime without any fear and they can easily contact the department where they can 

solve the problem in effective manner and department can easily catches the criminals by checking the previous record 

from inferior data. This computer software is safe and protective for the user as well as for department and admin 

because there will be no leakage of any generous of information   Here we want to create an online crime reporting 

system software which is well accessible to the general public, the department of local government and there-fore the 

body department. The traditional public in Asian country is afraid to lodge a grievance as a result of their full of a false 

worry regarding the department of local government. A web grievance registering system can allay the fears of the 

general public and can conjointly facilitate within the public serving to the department of local government in catching 

criminals. This system has been taken as a protective and safetybased application for both public and government 

interest. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

 

Crime is also a section of outlaw activities in humanperiod expectation. It’s pretty noticeable that the speed of crimes 

is growing day by day altogether, although we have a tendency to incline to try toLiving that there’s masses which can 

be done by the governments and thus the folks to chop back the crimes in societies. There are various existing crime 

reportage systems that appearances several issues, as there’s nosuggests that to report crime instantly other than phone 

calls, messaging or face-to-face compliant filling. Hence, here we have a tendency to tend to propose an online crime 

coverage system that allow the user to file misconduct reports and keep a track of it. To file any of the upper than 3 

complaints, the user need to register in to the system and provide his right credentials to file them. The crime coverage 

system project jointlypermits totally different users international organisation agency doesn’t got to register but can 

check the crimes happening at his/her or the oppositerea, should merely supply the pin code and reciprocally the 

system displays the list of crimes in any filed. The offline i.e. the unregistered user will even benefit of checking the 

missing person details, but he/she is shunned getting complaints done by the users. The front of the crime coverage 

system is finished victimization android Studio and SQL may be abackend to store books lists and inventory info. This 

system helps the users to filed to the law and take a bonus of coverage of any grievance from anywhere through online 

mode. Crime may be a part of outlaw activities in humanlife. it’s quite obvious that the speed of crimes is increasing 

day by day altogether societies across the globe, however we tend to do be- live that there’s loads which may be 

done by each the governments and therefore the people to cut back the crimes in com- munities. There square measure 

several current crime management systems that faces many difficulties, as there’s no suggests that to report crime 

instantly aside from phone calls, electronic messaging or face-to- face compliant filling. Hence, here we tend to 

propose a web crime reportage system that permits the user to file misconduct reports and keep a track of it. To file 

any of the higher than three complaints, the user ought to register in to the system and supply his right credentials to 

file them. The crime reportage system project conjointly permits different users United Nations agency doesn’t need to 

register however will check the crimes happening at his/her or the other space, must simply offer the pin code and 

reciprocally the system displays the list of crimes if any filed. The offline i.e. the unregistered user can even cash in of 

checking the missing person details, however he/she is shunned obtaining complaints done by the users. The forepart of 

the crime reportage system is finished victimization humanoid Studio and SQL is a backend to store books lists and 

inventory information. The system, has each the user likewise the Admin half, the role of admin is to merely check all 

the three modules or classes and update their standing likewise. this technique helps the users in following any report 

filed to the law and take a bonus of reportage any grievance from anyplace conveyance the complete system on-line. 
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II.    METHODOLOGY 

 

Outcome of all the labor in plight jail management system ishere. it's a software package that helps the user to work 

with the prisons and crimes merely. This software package goes to be a really helpful and useful for our society. It saves 

time as an individual will lodge AN FIR while not attending to the stationor govt. organization. each time any incident 

or accident or any criminal activity apparent itself and it's updated in it, it'll be holdon for future references and security 

purpose. This on-line crime coverage system might be a resolution to all or any the problems that square measure related 

to wrongdoer details, violation of the law or something that is unconstitutional. 

 

 

Fig. Processing of online crime reporting system 

 

In this system there are two different interface, one is for the public which is the public portal in which registration can 

be done by the public sector and then comes the other portal which is the admin portal which is controlled by 

government organization. 
 

III.    SCOPE 

 

This website is an easy to view type of a site. It is simply accessible to anyone who is sixteen years and above and this 

is an example of a simple engineering which is easy and can be used freely without complexion. This websitewill 

provide user with a profile under which he/she can add anything and no misuse will be conducted as it has some eligible 

criteria and which has to be taken care off, so the chances are less. 

 

IV.     CONCLUSION 

 

The Online Crime Reporting System may be an internet application system that is just too a lot of useful for all the 

folk, government organization and completely different societies. This can be supported an awfully straightforward 

and non-complex approach.  

 

This has been created as a security live for all section of individuals and societies. something that is against the law or 

associate degree one United Nations agency is violating the law can currently have some worry as currently filing an 

FIR is way easier than it had been before. The Online Crime Reporting System may be a success with satisfaction from 

each the individuals and government organizations. This has been tested and may be a success. So, this way builds 

more economical. 
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